We considered a new view on transition process from periodic to aperiodic signals, in time and spectral domains, pointing out how the concept of infinity is involved. It contributes to better understanding of the nature of both spectral descriptions, and conditions of their practical use, particularly in unusual cases. There we highlight the invariance in spectrum convergence by introducing some numerical parameters which exactly describe such process. Their behaviour is numerically examined to detail. Also, we considered the opposite transition, from aperiodic to periodic, to clarify the meaning of spectral line. To suggest applicability of our analysis we used an actual seismic signal. By extracting the most prominent waveform part, regarding influence on structures, we formed a periodic signal which line spectrum can clearly show possible resonance with vibrating tones of structures.
Introduction
It is well known that the Fourier Series (FS) calculates the line spectrum of a periodic function instead of a periodic signal, since the later simply cannot exist in strict meaning, i.e. to be periodic over the whole tdomain, according to FS definition. Periodic function is a mathematical representation of periodic signal, which is, itself, a version of "periodic", or real, signal, periodised to infinity.
Although we put the identity between periodic signal and its function, they are different entities. The first one is composed just of pure numeric values, while the other expresses values of some physical quantity. As for the FS, it acts only to the given shape, Babić [1] (pp. 34-40). We are those who assign physical meaning to mathematical shape, who interprete the nature entity before and after it was subjected to the FS. The term "line" stands for its discrete nature, originating from suitable graphical representation. This term will have importance to our considerations.
Nevertheless, in scientific research and engineering practice, one often use line spectral representation of "periodic" signals because of its convenience in describing the actual issue. But always should be kept in mind where we see how the FS mapps the whole t-domain onto the whole ω-domain.
The expression (2) implies t-domain infinity in the meaning that the same operation is done within each period throughout the t-domain, i.e. one actually deals within a single period but treats it as dealing the same in all others. There we see the room for possible mistakes when calculating signal's spectrum. If it is not told, computer program does not know how many periods are there.
For a time process (time variations of some physical quantity), described by signal σ(t), which is of finite duration
its continuous spectrum is determined by the Fourier Transfrom (FT), encompassing the whole t-domain
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As we said before, prior to apply the FT on σ(t) we must express it by a function s(t), extending its definition domain along the whole t-axsis
for to be sure that there is no other signal on the rest of t-axis. This is not splitting the hairs as it may seem, but points out the need to follow fundamental issues to prevent principal mistakes.
Another infinite, frequency, domain, is hidden in the FT expression:
The result of acting of the FT on s(t) is continuous spectrum S(ω).
In the following we will examine the relationship between these two spectral entities.
The essence of relation between FS and FT
Making an aperiodic signal (function) s A (t) from its periodic counterpart s P (t) is seemingly simple ( Figure  1 ).
Let us take
In other words
where we cut off all harmonics outside the interval [0, T] . This operation in t-domain causes drastic mathematical violence since it disintegrates the nature of trigonometric function (Figure 2) , by contradicting the very definition of FS based directly on the space of trigonometric functions, which are inherently infinite, covering the whole t-domain, Babić [1] (pp. 87-94).
To find a mathematically proper way to relate periodic and aperiodic functions/signals, we address the limit process:
Although it is well and widely known throughout the classical literature about spectral analysis, e.g. Yarlagadda [4] , let us follow this limit process by formulae.
Having in mind (1) and (8) 
Here we simply extended pulse definition interval (t 1 , t 2 ) to (,+). Now we can highlight formal analogy in these two expressions:
and
which define conventional and, so to say, infinitesimal series, respectively. Each spectral component has infinitesimal amplitude
which frequency differs infinitesimally from frequencies of neighboring ones. As a measure of difference we can use dω.
If we consider progress of the limit process in both t-and ω-domains, through several steps and in the case of periodic rectangular pulses to make things obvious, we notice that as pulses of s P (t) spread out, amplitudes of spectral components become denser and smaller ( Figure 3 ). When neighbouring pulses become infinitely far away, and no one can say how infinitely they are far, components become infinitely small and dense. Seemingly, the (line) spectrum disappears and the expression (10) does not match the situation "on terrain". These interrelated aspects of infinity are very interesting: when neighbouring pulses stand infinitely far away we may say the whole t-domain is at the disposal to a single pulse, Babić [1] (pp. 93-94), making it a truly aperiodic one, and preparing it for correct action of the FT, in accordance to its definition.
Therefore, if we want to get a useful picture of spectrum function, which seemingly disappeared, we must get some proper valued characteristics to override infinitesimal ambiguity. It is well known method of comparing one infinitesimal by another, or so called normalisation:
So, the continuous spectrum shows rather relations between amplitudes of components instead of their actual values, which one gets by multiplying spectrum (function) values by d. Hence, values of S() show participation of components in creating the signal waveform (its t-function)
Numerical results and discussion
Another interpretation involves density of spectral components, i.e. harmonics, so- 
Let us define a quantity:
which is the sum of amplitudes of all components within a frequency interval δω, and consider change of its value during the limit process. Hence, for e.g. T=T 1 , we get
for T=T 2 we have
etc. Sums Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 , .... are usually different because of discrete nature of spectrum (see Figure 3 or Figure 4 ), and form a sequence which is not obligatory monotonic but it is converging and approaches an asymptotic value for T. In this case we see how "mathematical liquid" of components is not compressible and does not disappear at T.
We carried out calculations by (Windows XP) calculator and by a simple (C++) program to examine behavior of quoted parameters during the limit process. Any programming language can be used for this purpose. We considered a periodic train of rectangular pulses, as in Figure 3 , with parameters E=1V, τ=1ms. First zero of amplitude spectrum envelope is
We have chosen to examine line spectrum changes in the frequency interval
Because of the effect of coincidence caused by harmonic relations between component frequencies, we made correction and finally defined the interval as
It was done to avoid uncertainty in calculating the sum (16) when frequency of certain harmonic coincides with an interval border. For example, in case of T 11 =60τ harmonics 29th and 41st coincide with interval borders (21) . Because of that fact maybe the values 2.91 and 4.09 would be more appropriate for interval borders since the coincidence would have appear far at 291st and 409th harmonics, but now it is not so critical for the error in amplitude summation (16) .
Amplitude is calculated as
and measured in [V] . Calculated parameters are given in 
In the following we present several calculation steps (and use, for convenience, normal instead italic style for variables).
For T 1 =4·τ (which simply means the period is 4 times the pulse duration which is a good relative measure for T) the fundamental frequency (first harmonic) is w 01 =2π/T 1 =1.5707963268, and only the second harmonic belong to the interval Δω=[ω min ; ω max ], since w 21 =2·w 01 =3.1415926536  Dw. Its amplitude is A 21 =1/T 1 ·|sin(2·π/T 1 )/(2·π/T 1 )|= 0.1591549431, and the sum (16) is Sum1=A 21 =0.1591549431.
For T 4 =16·τ results are given in Table 2 .
The rest of manual calculations is given in Table 3 , up to T 13 =80·τ (rounded to 4 decimals).
The label N har stands for the number of encompassed harmonics within the interval Dw. To view harmonic disposition for T=50·τ we present Figure 5 .
Further calculations are carried out by a short (C++) program. Results are given by diagram on Figure 6 .
Repeating shape is striking, with increase of period and decrease of span. Increment is 50. Diagram starts at T=50.
Let us now examine the opposite transition, from continuous to line spectrum. Considering a (finite) sequence of rectangular pulses, with periodic disposition along t-axis (Figure 7 ), we easilly calculate its spectral function
where we used the shift theorem of the FT .
The sum of geometric progression with N terms in (28) is where N is the number of pulses in the sequence, T is the pulse period and S P (ω) is the spectral characteristic of single rectangular pulse.
When the number of pulses in the sequence rises, the change of continuous spectrum shape shows the tendency of localisation (Figure 7 ), Babić [1] (pp. 139-143), Harkevich [5] , Gonorovsky [6] , and rising peaks at harmonic frequencies appear, at places of lines in discrete spectrum.
To mathematically represent the result of this limit process we use Dirac's function
Here, we simply can not help but admire the mathematical elegance of (31), where infinity and infinitesimal are put together. Now, one sees two different descriptions of the same entity -spectral line. This ambiguity reminds us not to confuse the (formal) representation of entity with the entity itself.
Seismic signal in periodic form
If we exclude ever lasting seismic noise, Bormann [7] , the seismic signal can be considered as a fluctuating pulse with very complicated waveform -as an aperiodic random signal. Depending on its source, there are several categories of seismic signals, Bormann et al. [8] , Lee et al. [9] , Kostrov and Das [10] . Propagation of seismic waves through the Earth strongly adds to intrinsic waveform complexity [9] , Bormann, Engdahl and Kind [11] . Being such, spectrum of seismic signal (i.e. that what is recorded by seismograph in situ) is inevitably continuous, in which several peaks can be identified, essential for interaction between structures and seismic dynamic load.
The seismic waveform from the source (hypocenter) is getting distorted by dispersion, refraction, multipath propagation of seismic waves etc., while traveling through pretty inhomogeneous medium. So, at a distance, the processes in the source cannot be easily analysed. Multiple seismic echoes further complicate the situation, although distortion within a waveform packet is smaller than between them, Bormann, Klinge and Wendt [12] , Polyakov [13] .
On the other hand, seismic perturbation in situ, which are recorded by seismographs, Wielandt [14] , Havskov and Alguacil [15] , is what actually acts on structures, causing damage and casualties and bears the highest practical importance
The structure, being build of mutually connected reinforced concrete frames, reacts to seismic perturbations by vibrations, composed of so-called tones, i.e. low frequency harmonics, which stems from dynamic properties of multi-storey frame configuration, Meyers [16] , Paulay and Priestley [17] , Clough and Penzien [18] . Typical values of basic oscillating period, for multi-frame and multi-storey RC structures, range from e.g. 0,15 to 0,5 s, Folić and Babić [19] .
Correspondence between harmonics in seismic signal and "hidden" harmonics in the structure may clearly reveal resonances of interaction. Here we do not take into account repeated (non-overlapped seismic echoes) nor multiple seismic influences, Liolios and Hatzigeorgiu [20] .
It is a hint to apply our analysis to seismic pulse, of whatever complicated waveform would be, by treating an aperiodic shape as periodic one, in order to present its spectral content in line spectrum form.
An important question arises: how to cut out the most significant part of pulse waveform and how to sequence such pulses into a periodic signal, in order to minimize noticeable spectral effects of this operation. It means to tailor pulses without discontinuities. Similar problem in digital signal processing is regularly solved by windowing, Stein [21] , Rabiner and Gold [22] . Windowing often means edge distortions and carries subjective influence by decision where to cut off. We simply tailor repeating pulses taking a packet waveform as a basic period, relying on similarity of edge fluctuations in amplitude and slope [22] , Havskov and Ottemoller [23] . Obviously, it would involve subjective factor, as in windowing, but we think it is much more natural approach, more based on variations itself in the waveform, and broadly includes reseacher's experience, very desirable in seismic analysis, Bormann [3] . We hope that this approach would be helpful as addition to related methods 24 of seismic analysis.
Let us explain our approach by Figure 8 [24] .
Point S on Figure 8 announces the earthquake advent, which develops itself through strong fluctuations of the main portion of the pulse, followed by relaxations and ceasing. We state that the main portion of seismic pulse (roughly, from 1150 to 1350 seconds on Figure 8 ) delivers strong impact to structures.
The subsequent relaxating portion of seismic pulse (from about 1375 to 1460 seconds) delivers, in relative terms, the same impact to structures since they are already damaged, weakened by preceding strong impact. To cover all these significant parts of seismic impulse we estimated that a level 10% of extremal amplitude would be the best. In that way the cutting points are determined (zoomed on Figure 8 ). This basic criterion is combined with amplitudes of peaks which precedes and follow the cutting points, Bormann, Klinge and Wendt [12] . Now we have a seismic pulse without beginning and ending tails, especially ending, which is an important picture of earthquake ceasing. But the crucial portion of seismic pulse, responsible for destroying effect, is included. Now we can calculate a line spectrum by creating a periodic signal from this pulse or simply by treating it as periodic. The only question is to choose the value of period, i.e. the value of fundamental harmonic, which depends on needed density of spectrum.
Periodic seismic signal composed of such pulses is given in Figure 9 . It resembles double-side-band amplitude modulated signal, Gonorovsky [6] (pp. 72-80) comprising two prominent frequences: seismic fluctuations as "carrier" and repeating rate of the whole pulse as fundamental harmonic.
Conclusion
Among other techniques, Havskov and Aguacil [15] , Ćosić et al. [25] , spectral analysis is a widely used and quite routine tools for seismogram interpretation. There are many categories of spectrum users in, so to say, seismic society, Bormann [3] . Spectrum tools are closely related to dedicated computer software, which often yields readymade results, hiding the calculation details. The user usually communicates with such software over graphical user interface (GUI). Despite tremendous advances in GUI technology, one cannot claim it is always optimal (user-friendly at high extent).
Hence, researcher/user is encountered with twofold opacity of such software: hidden program code and conditions of its use, represented indirectly through GUI, written by some seismic expert and/or designer of GUI.
Also, wide and frequent use of spectral tools in explication of seismic matters inevitably leads to routine, followed sometimes by self confidence, feeling of easiness, and loosen attention. Habit often spoils carefulness. As we are dominantly visual beings we often show the subconscious tendency to treat the GUI of tools as tools itself. We think that such psychological phenomenon is worth researching.
Researchers are not immune to such effects, particularly when unusual cases are analysed and interpreted. Because of all these circumstances it is important to make any contribution which may affect better understanding of subjects and tools of our research.
We attempted to highlight a new aspect of relation between line and continuous spectrum through transition process. It is done in both directions, to clarify fundamental notions of spectral line, from both sides, and spectral density.
Although it may seem as an issue of old and classical literature about spectral analysis, we state that our analysis, presented in this paper, brings a valuable aspect of spectrum behaviour, either of line or continuous cases. It was impossible to survey each item of available literature to rely on, or to compare our approach to possibly existing similar one, just because this issue relates to very fundamental concept of Fourier tools, studied for long time and very broadly. Nevertheless, our theoretical and moreover numerical tracing of beginning stages of transition process from line toward continuous spectrum has revealed interesting behavior, which involves invariance through convergence.
Similar processes take place in appearance of spectral lines from continuous spectrum. The whole consideration helps to clarify the essence on interpretation of spectral terms when using such mathematical tools.
It gave us the idea to use periodisation of fragments of seismic signal instead of windowing technique to represent important parts of 1seismic waveform in terms of line spectrum, for clearer description of spectrum content, that would facilitate matching with tones of structures to directly estimate possible resonances which can have high significance in considering seismic influence on structures.
Matching does not mean just coincidence of (seismic) harmonics and (structure) tones but also would consider distances between close and corresponding ones, where appears another direction of further researchto relate resonance intensity and distance.
Criteria for choosing and extracting portions of seismic signal, having in mind its influence on structures, remains a mainstream research. Here we find the starting point for defining some new attributes of seismic signals. 14 Tables   Table 1   Envelope 
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